substances, including itself. In fact, water as a “liquid” does not exist just as a
single H2O molecule, but must be a conglomerate of several H20 molecules
together. This sets up the question of bonding patterns between these water
molecules.
In chemistry, molecules want to be in a stable, energy efficient and desirable
state. As those familiar with even the basics of chemistry are aware, often, this
results in the formation of ringed structures where outer valence electron shells
are filled through the sharing of electrons. Through a multitude of
experimentation, this has also been found to be true with water, explained
primarily through the hydrogen bonding capability of the water molecule.
As different patterns of bonding and structure have different properties as related
to stability and energy, water seeks to find its “most preferred state” where it is
energy efficient and stable. It has been recognized in several research
publications, including a recent (2004) scientific publication entitled: Equilibrium
between two liquid structures in water, explicit representation via significant liquid
structure theory (authors: YI John, HG Kim and MS Jhon; J. Molec Liq.), many of
the unique and exceptional properties of water can be explained when it is
presented in ringed structures of both pentagonal and hexagonal water, with an
apparent energy and stability preference for hexagonal water patterns. These
patterns are not “high” energy, but rather, energy efficient. In fact, formation and
retention of these patterns results in an energetic state that requires less energy
than other water patterns. These same patterns have been demonstrated in
human lipid-bilayers and DNA studies. As well, additional work has
demonstrated that energetic fields and even the human bioenergetic field,
currently being mapped at MIT via SQUID analysis, can influence these bonding
patterns.
This research on Eniva OHM Water, performed at the IHM Research Institute in
Japan, headed by Dr. Masaru Emoto, definitively showed the presence of
HEXAGONAL PATTERNING in OHM samples taken. This is desirable as it
represents an energetically favorable state of the water molecule and, as felt by
the Eniva Research Group, displays properties desirable for further reaction with
specific ingredients and chemistries used at Eniva Nutraceutics.
Please refer to the enclosed images to see the hexagonal bond patterning of
Eniva OHM Water conducted by scientists at the IHM Research Institute, Japan.
Respectfully,
The Eniva Research Group
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